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Abstrat
We present an approah to quantum gravity based on the general boundary formulation of quantum mehanis,
path integral quantization, spin foam models and renormalization.
1 Introdution
Even after deades of intensive researh the problem of reoniling quantum mehanis and genereal relativity remains
an elusive one. One of the ore diulties faed by many approahes is the problem of time (see Isham's exellent
review [1℄). This may be viewed as arising from the ontradition of a lassial time variable underlying standard
quantum mehanis and the supposed quantum nature of time emerging out of a quantum theory of general relativity.
Another problemati issue is the fat that natural observables in lassial general relativity are highly non-loal  a
onsequene of the role of dieomorphisms as gauge symmetries. Translated into a quantum theory of 3-geometries
this would presumably imply that natural observables are at least spatially non-loal. Consequently, desribing loal
experiments in the quantum theory would be a priori diult.
A fundamental reason for these diulties is arguably the way standard quantum mehanis is formulated. One
presumes a lassial and xed spae-time to set up the formalism. Even speial relativity only enters through the
bak door in quantum eld theory and is not manifest in the formalism. The assumption of standard approahes
to quantum general relativity is then that the quantization of spae and time might be onsidered in a seond step,
resting on the formalism thus set up.
The general boundary approah is preisely aimed at addressing the abovementioned diulties. On the one
hand it avoids the problem of time and on the other hand it is inherently ompatible with general ovariane and
allows for loal desriptions of loal experiments. The prie to pay is that we need to modify or rather extend the
standard formalism of quantum mehanis. The key idea is that transition amplitudes are assoiated with regions of
spae-time and states are assoiated with their boundaries. This redues in the ase of regions that are time intervals
extended over all of spae essentially to the standard formalism.
This approah was introdued in [2, 3℄ and is urrently under development. We present some of its basi ideas and
motivations in Setion 2. In Setion 3 we show how the path integral aords a natural guide to quantization in this
ontext. In Setion 4 we go a step further and propose a blueprint for dening models of quantum gravity of suh a
type. The latter inorporates ideas from loop quantum gravity [4℄, spin foam models [5℄ and renormalization [6℄.
2 General boundaries
The general boundary formalism is an extension of the standard formalism of quantum mehanis with the aim of
natural ompatibility with general ovariane. It should be appliable in partiular to quantum general relativity.
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The extension as ompared to the standard formalism might be skethed as follows. In the standard formalism one
assoiates a Hilbert spae of states with eah time-slie of a global foliation of spae-time. An evolution takes plae
between two suh time-slies and is represented by a unitary operator. Assoiated with states in the two time-slies
is a transition amplitude, whose modulus square determines the probability of nding the nal state given that the
initial one was prepared.
More expliitly, we have Hilbert spaes H1 and H2 of states assoiated to the initial time t1 and nal time t2. The
evolution is desribed by an operator U(t1, t2) : H1 → H2. The transition amplitude for an initial state ψ1 ∈ H1 to
evolve into a nal state ψ2 ∈ H
∗
2 is written as 〈ψ2|U(t1, t2)|ψ1〉.
In terms of a spae-time piture an evolution operator is assoiated to a region of spae-time, namely the produt of
the time interval with all of spae. The states (initial and nal) are naturally assoiated with the boundary omponents
of this region. Indeed, the rst step of our our generalization onsists of forgetting the a priori distintion between
initial and nal state. Instead we onsider a state spae whih is the tensor produt of the two state spaes assoiated
with the time-slies. The new state spae is naturally assoiated with the boundary as a whole. That suh a formulation
is onsistent is a rather non-trivial fat. It ruially relies on a symmetry of quantum eld theory oming out of the
LSZ redution that allows to exhange individual partiles between the initial and nal state without hanging the
amplitude. (Of ourse, a CPT transformation must be performed on the partile at the same time and phase spae
measures do hange.)
Formalizing this, we have a generalized state spae H[t1,t2] that is the tensor produt H1⊗H
∗
2. A state ψ in H[t1,t2]
is a (linear ombination of) tensor produt(s) ψ1⊗ψ2 of states in H1 and H2. The transition amplitude is then a map
H[t1,t2] → C whih we denote by ρ[t1,t2]. In terms of the onventional notation this means
ρ[t1,t2](ψ1 ⊗ ψ2) = 〈ψ2|U(t1, t2)|ψ1〉. (1)
In terms of a measurement proess, the initial and nal state are both enoded in a state of the generalized
state spae. The evolution operator beomes a linear map from the generalized state spae to the omplex numbers,
assoiating transition amplitudes to generalized states. The seond step is to generalize from the speial regions of
spae-time that are time intervals extended over all of spae to more general regions. For this to be onsistent we need
to introdue a omposition property. This property requires that when we glue two regions of spae-time together the
evolution map assoiated with the omposite must equal the omposition of the evolution maps assoiated with the
original piees. This generalizes the omposition of time evolutions in standard quantum mehanis. More preisely,
one demands the properties of a topologial quantum eld theory [7℄.
Given a spae-time region (4-manifold) M with boundary Σ, we write HΣ for the state spae assoiated with the
boundary. For the evolution map (or amplitude) we write ρM : HΣ → C. The situation of onventional quantum
mehanis is reovered if M is the produt of all of spae R3 with a time interval [t1, t2]. Σ is then the union of two
omponents Σ1∪Σ2, eah being all of spae R
3
times a point in time. By the axioms of topologial quantum eld theory
this implies thatHΣ deomposes into a tensor produt of vetor spaes assoiated to the omponentsHΣ = HΣ1⊗HΣ2 .
In this way we reover (1). Note that in general (espeially if Σ is onneted) there is no natural deomposition of
HΣ into a tensor produt and thus no longer any natural distintion between preparation and observation in quantum
mehanis. This has profound interpretational impliations, e.g. with regards to the ollapse of the wave funtion
[2℄.
It might seem that we still suppose an a priori xed spae-time in ontrast to the desire of seeing it emerge
from the quantization. However, this is not really the ase. What we do presume is only the topology, but not the
geometry. The geometry and thus the dynamial degrees of freedom of gravity are really to be enoded in the state.
Furthermore, we might even introdue sums over topologies in the interior and only x the topology of the boundary
of the spae-time region. However, it is unlear whether this is reasonable.
For a sensible interpretation of measurement proesses we require the boundary of the spae-time regions to be
onneted. (Note that this is in stark ontrast to standard quantum mehanis.) The simplest type of region would
be one that has the topology of a 4-ball. Indeed, this type of topology might be suient for most pratial purposes.
This general boundary formulation has several advantages:
• The problem of time disappears. The desription of a loal measurement involves a loal region of spae-time.
Time durations in the measurement proess make sense if the gravitational degrees of freedom of the generalized
state are nearly lassial. In this ase time durations (with possible unertainties) might be read of from the state
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by integrating the metri along paths in the boundary, in partiular in its time-like parts. The onnetedness of
the boundary is ruial here.
• Loal measurement proesses an be desribed using a loal region of spae-time only. Neither is reourse made
to distant events in the universe nor is any knowledge of its global struture neessary.
• It is not neessary to endorse realist interpretations of quantum mehanis for this formulation to make sense.
This is in ontrast to other approahes whih presume for example the existene of a wave funtion of the
universe.
Sine the proposed approah is still in its infany many issues have not yet been addressed. Among them is the
hallenge to supply a ompletely satisfatory probability interpretation that does not take reourse to the speial
situation of time intervals. Another issue is that of identifying partile states on general boundaries. For this reason it
is desirable to understand the approah rst in the ontext of standard quantum eld theory and even non-relativisti
quantum mehanis. Although its motivation omes from quantum gravity there is no inherent limitation of the
general boundary formulation to this ontext. To the ontrary, it is rather easy to adapt it to the situation where a
xed bakground metri is given. The suitable modiation of the axioms of topologial quantum eld theory to this
ase is straightforward.
An interesting onsequene of the approah is already exhibited in non-relativisti quantum mehanis [3℄. Consis-
teny requires that state spaes ontain states for any number of partiles, as in quantum eld theory. The reason may
be seen to be a similar one in the two ases: A Lorentz boost in quantum eld theory an be onsidered as tilting
the boundary omponents of a time interval times all of spae so that they do no longer (from the point of view of
the original frame) orrespond to onstant times. Along the same lines, indistinguishability of partiles in the general
boundary approah leads to pair reation and annihilation.
3 Path integral quantization
So far we have only desribed the general formalism that we would like quantum theories to be formulated in. In this
setion we will onsider the issue of quantization. That is, we desribe heuristially how to obtain quantum theories
of the general boundary type from lassial theories. It turns out that the path integral approah is naturally suited
for this purpose. Our presentation here is neessarily brief and we refer the interested reader to [3℄ for details.
Consider a lassial eld theory with elds φ and an ation S[φ]. (For simpliity, we do not write the indies
for dierent elds or eld omponents.) A quantization leading to a general boundary quantum theory may be
arried out roughly as follows. For the boundary Σ of some spae-time region M we onsider the spae KΣ of eld
ongurations on Σ. We then dene HΣ to be the spae C(KΣ) of omplex valued funtions on KΣ. This denition
has the required property that if Σ deomposes into onneted omponents then HΣ deomposes into a tensor produt
of spaes assoiated with the omponents. Expliitly, if Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2, then KΣ = KΣ1 × KΣ2 and onsequently
C(KΣ) = C(KΣ1)⊗ C(KΣ2). The last ingredient is the amplitude ρM : HΣ → C whih an be given as follows,
ρM (ψ) =
∫
KΣ
Dφ0 ψ(φ0)
∫
φ|Σ=φ0
Dφ e
i
~
S[φ]. (2)
The outer integral is over eld ongurations φ0 on the boundary Σ and the inner integral is over all eld ongurations
in the interior that redue on the boundary to the given onguration φ0.
One an now hek that these denitions satisfy all the required properties (the topologial quantum eld theory
type axioms). Also one heks that one reovers the usual quantum eld theoreti transition amplitudes in the
onventional ase of M being given by a time interval, i.e. M = R3 × [t1, t2].
4 Model of a non-perturbative approah
In this setion we present a possible blueprint for formulating a quantum theory of gravity in the general boundary
formulation.
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Firstly, given suitable variables and an assoiated ation we an formally write down the quantization in the general
boundary formulation, given by (2). The most onventional form of this would be to hose the metri eld as variable
and the Einstein-Hilbert ation. However, as is well known, writing down a path integral is more a statement than
the solution of a problem. This is partiularly true for general relativity, where the standard perturbation approah
of quantum eld theory fails due to non-renormalizability.
Path integrals of general relativity have been extensively studied in the ontext of the Eulidean Quantum Gravity
approah hampioned by Hawking [8℄. The basi idea is there that one an make sense of the path integrals by
evaluating them in a eulideanized setting, i.e. with Riemannian metris. One then relates the result to the physial
setting with Lorentzian signature.
The basi quantities of interest in Eulidean Quantum Gravity are indeed very similar to those of interest in the
general boundary approah. However, and this is remarkable, their interpretation is rather dierent. In Eulidean
QuantumGravity one adheres to standard quantum mehanis and wishes to onstrut transition amplitudes assoiated
with states living on spae-like slies of the universe. To make this problem manageable one adds time-like boundary
onditions at spatial innity if the universe is not losed. This is essentially equivalent to a ompatiation of the
interior spae-time region. Thus, the resulting piture is mathematially lose to the situation of a ompat spae-time
region with onneted boundary as of interest in the general boundary approah. This leads to the urious situation
that what is known in Eulidean Quantum Gravity as the wave funtion of the universe [9℄ is formally similar to
the amplitude for a generi 4-ball region of spae-time in the general boundary approah. Reinterpreting the results
of Eulidean Quantum Gravity in the light of the present approah might oer interesting insights. We shall pursue
here a dierent route, however, but before embarking on it let us take a loser look at the boundary.
4.1 Boundary and ausal struture
We onsider the generi ase of a smooth 4-ball B, the boundary being a 3-sphere S. Suppose we have a solution of
the Einstein eld equations in the interior that extends to the outside (we imagine the 4-ball embedded into some
larger spae). Neessarily, the boundary S has both spae-like and time-like parts. In the simplest ase there will be
two spae-like parts (near the poles) and one time-like (near the equator). Separating these parts there are null regions
whih are generially 2-spheres. In more ompliated ases there are several time-like parts and also more spae-like
parts. This orresponds to more rumpled boundaries. We all the separation of the boundary into regions of the
three types spae-like, time-like and null a ausal struture.
In order to simplify the physial interpretation in the quantum situation this suggests to restrit the boundary
ongurations to onform to given ausal strutures. This really means inorporating the ausal struture as a
bakground. We would thus no longer have a pure topologial quantum eld theory, but have the extra datum of
ausal struture given on the boundaries.
Another interesting aspet of this is that we ould onsider 4-balls with boundaries that are almost everywhere
null exept for submanifolds of dimension at most two (double one shape). This would require giving up smoothness.
Indeed, reent work of Reisenberger [10℄ shows that general relativity with null boundaries takes a partiularly simple
form and might thus be partiularly suitable for quantization. Note also that giving up smoothness allows for ausal
strutures where the boundary is almost everywhere spae-like (lens shape) or time-like (pointed igar shape).
4.2 Quantization of the boundary  kinemati state spae
We now turn to the quantization of the boundary, i.e. the onstrution of the kinemati state spae HΣ assoiated
with the boundary Σ. Using the metri as variable the onguration spae of interest should be that of metris on
the boundary. However, physially signiant is really only the intrinsi metri on the boundary. This is beause the
other omponents of the metri in a solution of the eld equations an be arbitrarily modied by dieomorphisms that
leave the boundary invariant. Thus we take the onguration spae KΣ to be the spae of intrinsi metris on Σ.
The signature of the intrinsi metri on Σ is determined by the ausal struture of Σ. More preisely, the metri has
signature (+,+,+) on spae-like parts, (+,+,−) on time-like parts and (+,+, 0) on null parts. Considering a ausal
struture C to be a bakground struture on Σ we denote the boundary with bakground by ΣC . Correspondingly, we
have a ongurations spae KΣC assoiated with ΣC that ontains only the intrinsi metris on Σ respeting C. The
bakground-free onguration spae KΣ is then simply the union over the onguration spaes with the dierent
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ausal strutures,
KΣ =
⋃
C
KΣC .
Taking HΣC to be a suitable spae C(KΣC ) of funtions on KΣC we obtain,
HΣ =
⊕
C
HΣC .
Spaes of metris are rather ompliated and a path integral over metris in the interior is rather diult to make
sense of. We shall ontinue with a dierent hoie of variables to desribe general relativity. This is the formulation
in terms of a 4-bein (frame eld) variable E and an assoiated onnetion A of the Lorentz group. Doing so allows us
to establish a relation to loop quantum gravity [4℄. This is a anonial approah to quantum gravity, i.e. one starts by
splitting spae-time into time-slies, assoiates Hilbert spaes with the time slies and then onstruts an evolution
operator (whih is atually a projetor) between these Hilbert spaes.
Relevant for us here is the fat that the problem of onstruting the Hilbert spae of loop quantum gravity is
very similar to the problem of nding a suitable state spae H in the general boundary approah. Using a suitable
Hamiltonian formulation of general relativity (the Ashtekar formulation) one nds roughly that the 3-bein E′ and
3-onnetion A′ indued in the spae-like hypersurfae Σ are onjugate variables.1 For the quantization it turns out to
be advantageous to think of the onnetion A′ as position and of the 3-bein E′ as momentum. The onguration
spae KΣ assoiated with Σ is thus the spae of onnetions A
′
on Σ. Loop quantum gravity starts by onstruting
the Hilbert spae HΣ as a suitable spae C(KΣ) of funtions on KΣ.
This is roughly done as follows. Natural gauge invariant funtions on the spae of onnetions are Wilson loops,
i.e. the holonomy along a losed loop in Σ evaluated with the harater of some irreduible representation of the gauge
group. In turns out that slightly more general funtions are more suitable: spin networks. These are graphs in Σ
whose edges are labeled by irreduible representations and whose verties are labeled by intertwiners.
The similarity of the problem suggests to onstrut the state spae HΣ assoiated with the boundary Σ of a
4-manifold M in a similar way. The main dierene to loop quantum gravity is that Σ is no longer everywhere spae-
like. This implies that the gauge group of the onnetion is no longer everywhere SO(3) (or its double over SU(2)).
Rather, it alternates between SO(3) (for spae-like parts) and SO(2, 1) for time-like parts, aording to the signature
of the assoiated metri. For null parts (of odimension zero) it should even be SO(2). Thus, the above disussion of
the deomposition of the onguration spae KΣ in terms of dierent ausal strutures applies again. The dierene is
that instead of the signature of the metri now the gauge group hanges in the dierent parts of the ausal struture.
For Σ with a given ausal struture C we would have HΣC spanned by spin networks embedded into Σ where edges
arry representations of the gauge group that is assoiated with the respetive ausal part of Σ into whih they are
embedded. One would then have to establish suitable mathing onditions between the parts of dierent type.
A simpler approah would be not to restrit the gauge group from the outset but take spin networks of the Lorentz
group SO(3, 1) (or its double over SL(2,C)) everywhere for HΣ. This would mean to not restrit to given ausal
strutures. This is also a priori easier to onnet to the onstrution of the path integral in the interior that we shall
disuss in the following.
Note that all our disussion here is rather skethy, impreise and preliminary. The details would require onsiderable
work.
4.3 Quantizing the interior  amplitudes
As already mentioned, the path integral in the interior of the 4-manifoldM that we want to use to dene the amplitude
(2) is hard to make sense of. A way to make sense of this path integral is through spin foam models [5℄. In the present
ontext this might be desribed as follows.
As above, we use 4-bein E and onnetion A variables to desribe the degrees of freedom of general relativity. To
make sense of the path integral we start by introduing a disretization of the spae-time M . That is, we deompose
M into little piees (ells) that are 4-balls. Then we draw edges onneting the enters of any two adjaent 4-balls.
1
The situation is really somewhat more ompliated as A
′
is the Ashtekar onnetion whih also inludes an extrinsi urvature part.
Also E′ is really densitized et. We disregard these details here as they are not relevant for the present skethy aount.
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As in lattie gauge theory we enode the onnetion A by assigning group elements to the edges. What enters the
lassial ation is the urvature of F whih (again as in lattie gauge theory) we model trough holonomies around
faes that are bounded by the edges of the disretization. It turns out that proeeding further along these lines allows
to write down a disretized version of the path integral known as a spin foam model. Roughly speaking, the integral
over 4-bein and onnetion elds is transformed to a sum over assignments of irreduible representations to the faes
of the disretization and assignments of intertwiners to the edges.
The trouble is that there are many ambiguities in the proess of dening suh a spin foam model. Perhaps more
seriously, all spin foam models of this kind have the property that the value of the path integral thus dened depends
on the disretization. We shall ome bak to these diulties in a moment.
Usually spin foam models are onsidered for manifolds without boundary. What is interesting to us here is of
ourse the situation with boundaries. More partiularly, we also want a denition of the outer integral in (2). Here
it turns out that the spin network desription on the boundary and the spin foam desription in the interior t
together very well. Indeed one an think of a spin network as obtained by a ut through a spin foam. Moreover
the strutures (representations and intertwiners) assoiated with the elements of spin network and spin foam also t
together. Indeed, at least if we take onnetions on the boundary to be assoiated with the full gauge group (the
Lorentz group) the strutures t naturally together and an be used to provide a denition of the full expression for
the amplitude (2). If we restrit to subgroups aording to a ausal struture on the boundary the situation would
beome more ompliated. Again, we remain rather skethy here and spelling out the ruial details would require
onsiderable work.
4.4 Renormalization
Using a spin foam model to dene the amplitude (2) we have the serious problem that the amplitude depends on the
unphysial hoie of a disretization. This must be eliminated to have a well dened model.
There are two main approahes at ahieving this: One is to sum over spin foams and the other is renormalization.
The underlying idea in the rst ase is that the disretized theory desribes physis diretly at a fundamental length
sale. Consequently, a summation over quantum geometries of dierent sizes has to be performed to apture the
path integral. The problem of this approah is that a sum over spin foams is not at all well-dened. Although a
proposal for solving this problem exists [11℄ it is rather ad ho and suers from the appearane of non-topologial
ontributions and potential divergenes.
We shall pursue the seond approah here, renormalization. The underlying idea here is that the disretization is
a kind of ut-o that has to be removed in the full theory. This is in analogy to the situation in lattie gauge theory
and in line with our above reasoning for introduing the disretization in the rst plae. However, unlike for lattie
gauge theory there is no immediate notion of ontinuum limit. As there is no metri there is no quantiation of sale
that ould be used to dene this. However, this is not really neessary.
Even in the ase of lattie gauge theory the atual evaluation (usually by numerial means) of the theory never
takes plae in the ontinuum but always at nite lattie size. The ruial aspet of renormalization that allows for
physially well dened preditions is that it relates the theory at dierent sales. Thus, to ompute some physial
quantity (like the expetation value of a Wilson loop) it sues to evaluate the theory at a sale that is suiently
small with respet to the sale of this partiular quantity. When we want to ompute a dierent physial quantity
requiring a dierent sale in the theory the renormalization group ow tells us how to hange the oupling onstants
of the theory so that the result will be physially ompatible with the previous one.
Indeed, we an pursue the same idea in the present setting. Renormalization would need to relate the model
dened with dierent disretizations. However, now there are no length sales as we have no bakground metri. It
was proposed in [6℄ how to extend renormalization methods to this type of situation. Of ourse, the model needs to have
oupling onstants that an be adjusted for ompensating a hange of disretization. A ruial dierene to situations
in onventional lattie models is however, that a hange of disretization is something muh more general than a
global hange of sale. In partiular, a disretization an hange loally. It was argued in [6℄ that this neessitates loal
oupling onstants, i.e. oupling onstants assoiated to elements of the disretization. Furthermore, a onrete model
for quantum gravity with suh loal oupling onstants was proposed in [6℄, interpolating between the Barrett-Crane
model and BF-theory. We will leave the disussion independent of a partiular model, however.
Let us spell out details of the renormalization: We have disretizations D of the manifold M and a spin foam
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model that assigns values to the path integral (2). Note that we ouple to a spin network on the boundary Σ and that
it is onvenient to think of this as living in a disretization ∆ of the boundary that mathes the disretization D in
the interior.
A disretization ∆ of the boundary Σ gives rise to a restrited state spae HΣ,∆ that only arries the spin networks
whih t into ∆. (Here we leave open the question whether we also x a ausal struture on the boundary from the
outset.) We have a natural embedding from HΣ,∆ into HΣ and also between dierent disretizations of the boundary
I∆,∆′ : HΣ,∆ → HΣ,∆′ if ∆
′
is a renement of ∆. These maps satisfy the ommutative diagram
HΣ,∆

// HΣ
HΣ,∆′
<<
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
.
Indeed, in the absene of a diret denition of HΣ this ould be used as a denition through a limit.
A model of the type under onsideration provides an amplitude map ρM,D,λ : HΣ,∆ → C for a given disretization
D of M that restrits to a disretization ∆ of the boundary Σ and for given values λ of the loal oupling onstants.
What we are looking for is a map ρM : HΣ → C that gives a denition of (2). Thus, we need to get rid of the
disretization dependene and of the dependene on the oupling onstants. The latter should be xed by desired
physial properties. This xing is done at a given disretization. The renormalization problem is to determine the
dependene of the oupling onstants λ on the disretization D, so that the physial properties remain the same. This
parallels the situation in ordinary quantum eld theory. There, oupling onstants are determined at a given sale
and renormalization is the determination of the sale dependene, so that physial properties remain the same.
In the ase at hand the physial properties are enoded in the amplitude map ρ. An important ingredient here
is that for any (spin network) state ψ ∈ HΣ there exists a disretization ∆ of Σ suh that there is a state ψ∆ ∈ H∆
whih is mapped to ψ under the inlusion HΣ,∆ → HΣ. We an thus formulate the renormalization problem as follows.
Determine for any disretization D′ that redues to ∆′ on Σ the oupling onstants λ′ so that with respet to a given
oarser disretization D (and ∆) and given oupling onstants the following equality holds for any ψ∆ ∈ HΣ,∆:
ρM,D,λ(ψ∆) = ρM,D′,λ′(I∆,∆′(ψ∆)). (3)
This requires some explanations and qualiations. Firstly, equation (3) should hold for essentially any pair of
disretization D and renement D′. Only in this way is the full state spae HΣ exhausted. Seondly, we not only
looking for solutions of the equation with xed oupling onstants, but rather for solutions for any possible hoie of
ouplings. That is, λ′ in (3) is to arise from λ through an ation assoiated with the hange of disretization (D,D′).
More preisely, this is an ation of the groupoid of hanges of disretizations. It gives rise to the renormalization
groupoid, see [6℄. This parallels the situation in lattie gauge theory where one seeks an ation of the group of sale
transformations on the spae of oupling onstants. Thirdly, what we wrote as an equation might be required only
to be an approximate equality. The size of deviations would have to be ontrolled by the relation between the two
disretizations D, D′. However, this is for the moment a rather speulative point whih we do not pursue.
Another issue is the fat that hanging a disretization hanges the number of oupling onstants as they are
loal. In partiular, the number of oupling onstants might inrease. In this ase it would not be possible give a well
dened value to the new oupling onstants on the requirement alone the the physis (enoded in ρ) of the previous
disretization be reprodued. In other words, new physial degrees of freedom appear whose behaviour is not yet xed.
Thus, the ation of the renormalization groupoid often goes only in one diretion, namely that of oarsening of the
disretization. This establishes the diretion of the renormalization groupoid ow. Again, this is somewhat similar to
situations in ordinary statistial physis.
At rst it might seem that solving the system of equations (3) is a rather hopeless endeavour, as the spae of
disretizations is vast. However, as shown (onjeturally) in [6℄ there is a suitable set of generators of the groupoid
of hanges of disretizations. These are alled the ellular moves. As any hange of disretization (ellular deompo-
sition) an be ahieved through a sequene of ellular moves, it is suient to establish the system (3) for pairs of
disretizations that dier by a ellular move. This vastly simplies the problem.
There is another aspet to be disussed. How is the disretization required related to a physial property we want
to desribe? In the absene of a proper ontinuum limit we need to know what disretization we have to hoose to
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answer a ertain physial question. More preisely, the question is how ne the disretization has at least to be. In the
present ontext this is rather lear for states on the boundary. For a given state ψ we need to hoose a disretization
∆ whih is suiently ne so that there exists a state ψ∆ whih is mapped to ψ under the inlusion HΣ,∆ → HΣ. For
the interior ofM the answer is rather less lear and ertainly depends on the model. In any ase, one would expet the
neness of D to be diretly related to the required neness of ∆. In the other extreme we ould envisage models
that do not involve any disretization of the interior, but only one of the boundary.
Given a solution of the renormalization problem we ould then x oupling onstants at a given disretization
through physial properties to obtain the required amplitude map ρM : HΣ → C and thus omplete the theory.
5 Conlusions
In this paper we have presented the general boundary approah [2, 3℄ to quantum gravity together with possible steps
to a omplete theory of quantum gravity. Key advantages of the general boundary formalism are ompatibility from
the outset with general ovariane, loality, and the avoidane of the problem of time. However, many steps remain to
be taken to make this formalism omplete and a key role should be played here by the appliation to ordinary quantum
eld theory. This onerns in partiular the probability interpretation and the identiation of partile states. For
steps in this diretion see [12℄.
A heuristi guideline for the quantization of a eld theory to obtain a quantum eld theory in the general boundary
formulation was given using the path integral. For more details, see [3℄. Complementary to the path integral an
operator piture is also developed [13℄. This should help in partiular to onnet to anonial quantization approahes
suh as loop quantum gravity.
As a more onrete proposal to implement the path integral, spin foam models were proposed as a denition of
the path integral and methods of loop quantum gravity for making sense of the boundary state spaes. To deal with
the ensuing problem of disretization dependene we suggested a renormalization proedure, adapting the proposal in
[6℄ to the ase at hand. The next step will be to bring this proposal to life, espeially with realisti models suh as
the interpolating one of [6℄.
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